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What We Did
At Washington University (WU), we had 17 students
continue in the spring semester. They were grouped by
the instructor into teams of 5 or 6, with one phage per
team (we sequenced two additional genomes at WU).
Each team worked on sequence finishing, gene calling,
gene annotation and researching gene function. At the
end of the semester two of the three phage genomes
were nearly publication ready, while the third still needs
work to finish the sequence.

When We Did It
Our class met 5 hours a week on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons. We met in a computer lab run by
The School of Arts and Sciences at WU.

How it Worked
Students were surveyed at the end of the semester.
Selected Student Survey Comment:
•I would have liked to finish basic organization tasks (gene calls, creation of gene
chart, etc.) earlier so I could devote more time to exploring research.
•The number of group members was perfect. Our group was small enough that we
were like a family, but there were enough people that no one had too much work.
• I actually liked the redundancy [between NGRI and intro course] because I got to
learn the material in 2 different contexts. It was cool to learn material in [intro] Bio
lecture that I could relate to lab applications that I had done myself.
• I think the phage hunters should have a special [intro] bio lab section in which all
normal experiments could be done, but then phage experiments could also be
done along side them.
• Overall [reading responses were] a great practice for scientific writing. [I] really
enjoyed watching my writing progress throughout the semester.
• Great class, I think that very few people would not call this their favorite class.

The students at work in the computer
lab: team Angelica, upper left, team JGladiator lower left, team Uncle Howie
above right.

Lessons Learned:

Student poster presentations (above) at the Washington University
Undergraduate Research Symposium in April.

Teams J-Gladiator (above left), Uncle Howie (above center), and Angelica
(above right).

• The group size (5-6 students) was good. Students had enough work, and
liked having group members to consult with.
• We need a better method for organizing and sharing all the data generated.
• Finishing sequence as a class proved very difficult. We will probably pay to
have our additional genomes finished next year.
• Class presentations and discussions need to be scheduled differently to give
students more class time towards the end of the semester to do research and
prepare presentations.
• We will consider using the program consed rather than sequencher. Consed
is more powerful, but would be harder for students to learn.
• We need to find a way to make the lab portion of the intro bio course more
challenging for the NGRI students. This may mean running a separate lab
section for NGRI students.
• Having several experienced TA’s really helped.
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